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Maintaining life anatomy worksheet answers
Worksheet 1: Human body Arentitavanpaagos 2, 3, 7, 8, 11, 12Worksheet 2pages 13, 14, 15, 12, 17, 18, 19, 23, 21, 23Worksheet 3: Tascespagos 81-90Worksheet Car 4pages 91-100CHATER 1 Human Body: A Arintavanboaldaing Anatomy and Physiology1 Firmiorcan Review. Regional Anatomy: All structures
(bones, muscles, blood pressure, etc..) were educated at the same time in a particular body area. Cesmatic anatomy: All organs of an organ system studied together, for example, if a cintle system is studied, all the bones of the body are studied. Overall Anatomy: Study structures easily ignored. Micro-Anatomy: Study
structures that can be seen without a microscope. Developmental Anatomy: Studying changes in body structure that are found throughout a life. Bernashthan: Just consider the changes that are born from the concept. Nasijiat: Study of the suo-tits. Cell biology: cells2 study Physical study: C, D, EF, G, H, J Physical
Study: A, B, I, K, L, M3. Complementary-talylous Structure Organization1. Cells, organs, systems2. 1. Atom 2. Upkala 3. Heart 4. Digest system4. K, C, J, A D, E, B, I, A, F, K, (C, H), C, D5. A, C, K, H, B, J, Maintaining GMaintaining. D, H, C, A, B, G, F, E, D2. C. B, E, D, E, Ithi Language of Anatomy1. A, G, D, D, F,
A, F, H, B, A, D, I, K, C, K, J, A2. Curved, Shoulder, Muscle, Muscle, Knee, Small Intestine3. Dastall, Antectal, Armi, Left Upper Co-direst, Vintal B, H, I, F, P, G, L, J, K, DWorksheet 2Pages (13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23) The language of Anatomy5. Section A: Madasagatal Section B: Transores. Hands are displayed
wrong, palms should face inter-and-lipapera on the left (from top to bottom): The keypadaaq, Frontal, orbital, Nose, Oral, Gareva, Acalalary, Theoric, Armi, Antec, Belly, Antibrachaal, Kogzil, Anguanal, Ziranaf, Rani, Patiler, Crurl Yoral, Fabulhar (From Bottom) : Paabhkapal, Bandage, Spine, Olecranal, Lummer, Alabad,
Gluteal and Carpal, digitalpopeliteal, calcaneal, 1. Wantrel 2. Away3. dorsal7. 1. Pali2. Percherdium 3. peritoneum8. a, a, a, a, a, c, a, d, d, b, a, a9. 1) 2, 3, 7, 11, 12 2) 2, 3 3) 2 4) 1, 2, 3, 5 5) 2, 310. Douru (Theoric) in spinal vein, Abydomanupeluk, Adjithar area, right obsessive region, nafi region, right lummer area, area
under active area, right dynamic region11. The maadasthanam, which has the Koh Yoral, Ardika Dial, The Shruni kavity12 in the abdomen. 1) f, d 2) f, e 3) c, b 4) f, a 5) f, by Euvarselfat The need for muscle, heart, antheritary, neurosis nutrients and high blood pressure increases the workload on the heart. Blood
circulation is low, and heat starts to get itself insufficient blood supply. As the heart is more weak, the back-up in the veins worsens and blood pressure also grows more severe lying in the lead to a decrease in the varius. Without interference, the circulation becomes very slow that the organ failure is determined. Heart
strengthening medications will increase the heart beat strength so that more blood is pumped with every defeat. After that the heart can pump more blood, reduce backup and increase circulation. Blood supply also improves the heart's masolystosis and the heart becomes stronger growing circulation. Blood supply also
improves the heart's masocolora and makes heat a barrier to it, the elevation of body temperature, helps to overcome infection of the immune system, apparently by the immune system. The motivation (presence of infectious agents) reduces the motivation by call the immune system in a response (presence of foreign
invaders) in a response (presence of foreign invaders). Thus, the temporary increase in body temperature comes back to the body in homeassis. Right C, Under the kagaq, a, b, dThe will probably use the al-taund because it will provide the required information (according to the size of the head) with a lower risk to the
engine. Perhaps the best choice-IS IS NOT ONE of the OPTIONS– THE ST SCAN, which can make the brain structure very clearly. Of the options given, MRA is the best choice because it is very clearly the white matter of wasals brown and brain. The antirior and background aspects of the abdomen are not as the
hepotalamaq release factor, ICSH, and the testocerone are reduced. Stop and tancupuity, absorb light, absorb, (fat, hollow, musulcochler organs), (thin, flexible tissue) intigret-stools, acne, feet. Digestive-gangavatas, cletus, gistratos, breath-cold and flow, as a piss and kidney infections; the range of
infectionsmentancanka, the movement's responsibility to transfer the tolisis of sex, The negative meaning can be done as a result of digestion, taheol, omen, and grouvatnotrintus, oxygen, and water, nutrients: a parameter that walks away from its maximum price that shifts in the opposite direction Its opatamome,
wrapped around a hollow circle back to the water-slab farm and its organ home that it does not punch through the aphortic shrub because of the two water-slab to gain entry to the space between the basins, the result is a double wand with the liquid between the folds. Slide on each other with very little of the tahs Explain
the positions of body parts with extreme health related, smaller, more virtual parts in many abadumano-piloak areas very accurately. Medics are often quick to find an injury and often rely on the patient's explanation of the pain site. Quadlants provide enough information and take less time to explain. * It's hard to attract
with keyboards * Dominican hernia is in their groin; at the bottom of it is painful only due to ove hips infected kidney; The area has a locked and jinnaning structure between the legs. Using THE CT and DSAX-RAY, MRF employed radio waves and magnetic fields. Pet uses Raadawasutopaas. THE SCAN PARTS OF THE
CT, MR and PETS can show the areas of the body. All your bissesdebka, b, c, d, ecca, b, c, da, dbabi bbada, c, eb, c, d, ea, b, da, b, to Anatumechondru Apasti Hepochondriayaccorona Crown Coronalketo Cell Ketologypa plus By Apagastork The hypongastricalmus of histologyhomeo with hypogastrhisto goes to the
hypongastriclumbus of the salb fijiology by the same ordanismpara and parasagittalparei by the standing 3Tissue of the parietalpathy Live: Fabracbaladaing Body Tassisaivellarkallstock FabursbonisenrovosblodossavarkratanoschoolArfluid matrixA's Firmiovercovarview. Simple Saquamus Appathelaumb. Simple
coboadal appathelaomic. Cardiac strong weed regular pyondi tossui. Boneff. The Cinnout Mosklog. Nerve tassia. Bilori-Cartalagaga smooth muscle tosswaj. adipose (fat) tassuic. Stratifid Suquamavos Aphathelamal. The pyondi tossuithi molecular areas of D, E, H, J, and L are matix3. Support by Apkala Tassiprotection,
Absorption, Filteration, Hingna, Sarav, and Hasi Recappatavancalo-Laraity, Special Contacts (Junctions), Polarity, Oscalacity, Rehabilitation, Pyondi Tosswab, LA = 1; C = 2; E = 3; D = 4; B = 5B = 1; D = 2; C = 3; A = Top left, Mazha is also top left, top left is acacia, bottom left pondi tissue is 4microwilli; from top to
bottom of the mahez, narrow junctions, apkala cell stepalabasm, apcalcell area, basal region, basal region, basal ghas, retakular or hair (blood) And the basal ghas in the company with the retacaller ghasis is called the membrene1. Simple Alveoire Gland, 2. Simple tubular gland, 3. tbuloveloar gland, 4 compound gland1.
T, 2. The cells of the glycereti waste their products. 3. Maarockrana, 4 Murockrana 5 T, 6. Repair their damage, 7. Maarana, 8 TB, A, A, B, C, B1. Aupkala, 2. Jam cells, 3 mocans, 4-6 dicut (from apcalla), secretary unit, and assisted pondi tissue, 7. Branches, 8. Tobularkonikonitovi tissue1 C, A, D, J, B, H, A, H, J, G, K, I,
E, for: L, F2. skip3. B = 1, c = 2, a = 34. H, E, C, F, L, G, E, B, D, E, A, I, Kanervos tissue1. The assabon has long been the citupalasamy extensions that promote the ability to move long distances within the body. 2. Kondoctamskali tissue1 Cint: 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13 Cardiac: 2, 3, 4 (generally) 10, 12, 14, 15 Smooth: 2, 4,
7, 8, 9, 142. Step 1: Cells are not funny; the identification of the sadec muscles. Step 2: Display funny cells intercalated discs; cardiac muscle recognition. Learning objectives discuss the role of oxygen and nutrients in maintaining human survival because extreme heat and extremecold threat human survival explains
how use influences pressure by the effects of gasses and the matter, unlike healthy work talking over 200,000 role of homeassis in negative and positive feedback. The earth and its environment have provided us with air breath, drinking water and food, but these are not just requirements for survival. Although you can
rarely think about it, you can't even stay out of a certain range of temperature and pressure that provides the level of our planet and its environment. The next sections explore these four life needs. Oxygen air is only 20% oxygen, but it is an important component of the oxygen chemical reaction that keeps the body alive,
including the reaction in which ATP is produced. Brain cells are particularly sensitive to oxygen deficiency due to their need for high and stable production of ATP. The chance of brain damage is without oxygen within five minutes, and death is likely in ten minutes. Nutrients are a nutrient in a dietary and beverage which
is essential for human survival. Three basic classes of nutrients are water, energy production and body building nutrients, and micronutrients (vitamins and skin). The most critical nutrition is water. Depending on the environmental temperature and our health condition, we may be able to survive without water for just a
few days. The body's functional chemicals are dissolved and transferred into water, and the chemical reactions of life take place in the water. In addition, water is the largest part of the water cell, blood, and the cell between the cells, and water does Approximately 70% of the adult body at large. Water also helps control
our internal temperature and kishan, safety, and tastejoints and many other body structures. Energy production is mainly carbohydrates and lipids, while proteins are basically blocks of its body building that supply amino acids. You are able to find these plants and animal foods and drinks, and the ointment system breaks
down into small enough inno to absorb them. Carbohydrates and lipids disorder products can then be used in the metabook process that convert them to ATP. Although you may feel that if you are hungry after any food disappears, you can live without using energy-produced nutrients for at least several weeks. Water
and energy production nutrients are also called as macronutrients because the body needs them in large quantities. In contrast, microtintants are vitamins and minerals. These elements and compounds also participate in many necessary chemical reactions and processes, such as nerve stimuli, and some, such as
calcium, also participate in the body's structure. Your body can store some microtintints in its wells, and you fail to bissit in your diet for a few days or weeks so warn over their deposits. Some other microtintints, such as vitamin C and B most of vitamins, are water-solvent and cannot be preserved, so you need to bissit on
them every day or two. The narrow range of temperatures you've probably seen news stories about players who died of heat-cold, or who died from cold exposure. Such death occurs because of the chemical reaction on which the body can only depend in a narrow range of body temperature, just above 37° c (98.6° f).
When body temperature increases or is usually well, some proteins (raw) that lose chemical reactions to their slight structure and cannot advance the working ability and chemical reaction of the pheatomy. Chitra 1. Extreme heat. Humans adopt at some degree for reexposure to higher temperatures. (Credit: Mayhey's
Awe/Flickr) She said, the body can respond effectively to short-term exposure to heat (Figure 1) or cold. One of the body's answers to heat, of course, is the persinating. As the powder is from the persinating skin, it removes some thermal energy from the body, cools it. Enough water (from the treacellular fluid in the
body) is necessary to produce a perspiration, so enough fluid intake is necessary to balance this damage during the response to the perspiration. Not surprising, the response to the persinator is much less effective in a humid environment because the air is already water-seing. Thus, the skin level is not capable of
evaporate the persinator, and the internal body temperature can get dangerously high. The body can also respond effectively to short-term exposure to cold. The answer to cold is the theorata, which is the movement of random muscles that produces heat. Another response is increased storage energy disorder to
generate heat. When the energy reserve is finished, however, and begins to significantly drop the basic temperature, the ability to leave oxygen to red blood cells will be lost, denying the brain of this vital component of ATP production. This lack of oxygen can cause confusion, letdown, and eventually loss of
consciousness and death. The body responds to cold to prevent blood from cooling down, reduce blood circulation in hands and feet and thus the body cover can stay warm. Whenever the body temperature remains stable, however, exposed to severe cold, especially fingers and claws, the furostaby can develop when
blood flow on the trematis has been reduced very low. This form of tissue damage can be permanent and needs to be led by cutting of the area in the area. As you have learned, the body is constantly engaged in integrated physical processes to maintain a stable temperature. In some cases, however, the undercurrent
system may be useful, or even save life. Hepotamya is an unusually low medical term for body temperature (hepa-= below or under). Controlled hepatitis a medical incentiator has performed to reduce the metaphysical rate of a muscle or a person's entire body. Control of the hepatitis is often used, for example, during
open heart surgery it reduces the metatopic needs of the brain, heart, and other organs, there is a risk of damaging them. When controlled hepatitis medical use, the patient is given medication to prevent the therapy. The body is then cool 25-32° c (79-89° f). The heart has stopped and an external heart lung pump keeps
the patient's body circulating. The heart is further cooled and maintained at temperature below 15° c (60° f) for the duration of the surgery. This very cold temperature helps the heart muscles to tolerate the lack of blood supply during surgery. Some emergency department doctors have suffered a cardiac arrest that
patients use control hepatitis to reduce heart damage. In the emergency department, Dr. Besher reduces the temperature of the coma and the patient's body by about 91 degrees. This condition, which is maintained for 24 hours, slows the patient's rate of metabulalic. Because the patient's organs need to work less
blood, the workload of the heart is reduced. The environment's narrow range of pressure pressure is used by a substance that is in contact with another substance. The pressure of the environment is pressured by a mixture of gasses (mainly nitrogen and oxygen) used in the earth's environment. Although you don't
understand it, the pressure of the environment is constant. Down on your body. This pressure keeps the gasinside your body, such as gas nitrogen in the body fluid, dissolved. If you used to jump suddenly from a spacecraft above the earth's atmosphere, you'll be known by the normal pressure situation for one of a lot
less pressure. The pressure of nitrogen gas in your blood will be much higher than the pressure of nitrogen in place around your body. As a result, nitrogen gas will be spread in your blood, bubbles are formed which can block blood pressures and also to break the cells. Air pressure is more than just keeping blood gas
dissolved. The ability to breathe you-is that, to take in oxygen and release carbon di-axed-also depends on an exact environmental pressure. Altitude sickness occurs in its part because high altitude exerts reduce the environment under pressure, reduce the exchange of these gasses, and cause breathing, confusion,
headache, laziness and a lack of sussiness. The mountain sides take oxygen to reduce the effects of low oxygen levels and low barometric pressure in high altitudes (Chitra 2). Chitra 2. Strict conditions must adjust the aspects on Mount Everest to extremecold, low oxygen levels, and low barometric pressure in an

environment for human life. (Credit: Melany Ko/Flickr) Dabet Disease (DCS) is a condition in which the gasis is dissolved in blood or other body recuse are no longer followed by a decrease in pressure on the body. This condition is very fast from a deep-kodo surface which affects the depths of water, and it can affect
pilots flying at high altitudes in aircraft with inpresssourcecabins. The diverse often refers to this condition, a reference to shared pain that is a symptom of DCS. In all cases, DCS is brought by reduced barometric pressure. At high altitudes, the barometric pressure is much lower than the surface of the earth because
pressure is produced by the weight of the air column above the pressure down on the body. The huge pressure on deep water diverse are similar to the weight of a column of water pressure dissuasion seon. For the diverse, DCS occurs on normal barometric pressure (at sea level), but it is produced by a relatively rapid
rapid decrease in which the high pressure conditions of deep water increase so far, compared to, by pressure at sea level. Not surprisingly, diving into deep mountain lakes, where the barometric pressure on the lake level is less likely than d.c.s. In DCS, the gasses come out of the solution of blood dissolved (mainly
nitrogen) faster, in blood bubbles and other body recuse. This is because when the pressure of gas on the liquid is reduced, the amount of gas dissolved in the liquid also decreases. It's the air pressure that Your normal blood gasses dissolve in the blood. When pressure is reduced, less gas is dissolved. You've seen this
effect when you open up a carbonated drink. Removing the bottle seal reduces the pressure of gas on the liquid. This results in bubbles dissolving the bubbles as gas (in this case, carbon di-allied) come out of the solution in the liquid. The most common symptoms of DCS are joint pain, headaches and a barrier to vision
in 10% to 15% cases. Left treatment, very severe DCS can result in death. The treatment immediately is with pure oxygen. The victim is then transferred to a tibric chamber. A tibric chamber is a strong, closed chamber which is more pressure than environmental pressure. This body treats DCS by represorijiang so that
pressure can be removed much more gradually after. Since the bloody chamber introduced oxygen to the body under high pressure, it increases the concentration of oxygen in the blood. It has the effect of changing some of the nitrogen in the blood with oxygen, which is easy to bear out of the solution. The dynamic
pressure of the body fluid is also important for human survival. For example, blood pressure, which is used as pressure flowing inside blood streams, must be good enough to enable blood to reach all body bodies, and is low enough to ensure that delicate blood pressure can cause the friction and strength of blood pants
flow. Another example of positive feedback centers on extreme body damage. After a sharp wound, the most immediate risk is maximum blood loss. Low blood circulation means blood pressure and low spray (blood access) for the brain and other vital organs. If the spray is severely reduced, the vital organs will be
closed and the person will die. This body responds to the possible destruction by isising the substance in the injured blood vessel wall which starts the process of blood clotting. As in every stage of the gym, it will help in the release of more clotting substances. It is amustys to the process of yamanda and is outside the
damaged area. The yamana is present in a local area based on the strongly controlled availability of the yamana protein. It's an application, the life savings of events. Events.
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